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978 F. Bagagiolo and A. VisintinThis problem exhibits several interesting features:(i) The paraboli part of equation (1.1)1 may degenerate, as s is bounded.(ii) The ellipti part of equation (1.1)1 may also degenerate, as k may vanish.(iii) The s versus u onstitutive relation exhibits hysteresis.(iv) The oeÆient k depends on a hysteresis-dependent term, s.In this paper we disuss the hysteresis relation, and propose a model for whih we areable to prove existene of a weak solution. In Setion 2 we briey illustrate the equationsrepresenting saturated-unsaturated �ltration through porous media. In Setions 3 and 4we then disuss the s versus u onstitutive relation, propose an equation whih ombineshysteresis and time relaxation, and study its analytial properties. In Setion 5 weformulate an initial- and boundary-value problem in the framework of Sobolev spaesfor system (1.1), and prove existene of a weak solution. Finally, in Setion 6 we brieydisuss the Preisah model, whih is used to represent the hystereti omponent of thes versus u relation.We refer to Bear [5℄ and to Fredlund and Rahardjo [8℄ for a presentation of thephysial and engineering bakground; we also refer to Poulovassilis and Childs [18℄,Poulovassilis and Tzimas [20℄, Poulovassilis and El-Ghamry [19℄, Mualem [15, 16℄, Kooland Parker [11℄ and to the referenes therein for experimental studies of the hysteresisrelation. Saturated-unsaturated ow in porous media with free boundary has beenstudied in a large number of papers, in partiular we refer to works of Baiohi [4℄, Torelli[21℄, Alt [1℄, and Gilardi [9℄. A model analogous to (1.1), with a fairly general saturationversus pressure onstitutive relation but without hysteresis, has been studied by Alt,Lukhaus and Visintin [2℄, Otto [17℄ and by Bagagiolo [3℄. We refer to the monographsof Krasnosel'ski�� and Pokrovski�� [12℄, Mayergoyz [14℄, Visintin [22℄, Brokate and Sprekels[6℄ and Krej��� [13℄ for hysteresis models.2. Filtration in a porous mediumLet 
 be a bounded, open and onneted set of R3, with Lipshitz boundary, repre-senting the region oupied by the porous medium (see Fig. 1). Let the boundaryof

Figure 1: Setion of a porous dam with two reservoirs
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 be divided in two parts, namely �1 the impermeable part and �2 the part in on-tat with either water or air. We assume that �1 and �2 are Lipshitz bidimensionalmanifolds. Let [0; T ℄ be a time interval, with T > 0, and de�ne Q = 
 � (0; T ),�1 = �1 � (0; T ) and �2 = �2 � (0; T ). Let us denote by s, u and k the saturation ofthe medium, the pressure of water inside the medium and the hydrauli ondutivity ofthe medium, respetively.We suppose that we are in the range of validity of Dary's law, whih is essentiallyan experimental law. That law yields the following relation between the ux q of waterinside the porous medium, pressure and hydrauli ondutivityq = �kr(u+ �gz) in Q; (2:1)where z is the vertial oordinate of the point x, g is the gravity aeleration and � isthe density of the uid (i.e. water). For the sake of simpliity, let us omit the porosityoeÆient ' of the medium. From (2.1) and using the equation of ontinuity for theontent of water inside any losed region of the medium, we obtain the equationst �r � [kr(u+ �gz)℄ = 0 in Q; (2:2)where st is the time derivative of s, r is the spatial gradient, and \r�" is the divergeneoperator.Let P be a non-negative funtion de�ned on �2, representing the datum for thepressure u. Typially P vanishes on the part of �2 in ontat with air, whereas itoinides with the orresponding hydrostati pressure of the reservoir on the part of �2in ontat with water. Let us denote by � the outward normal unit vetor to 
. On�1 [ �2 we have the following onditions:kr(u+ �gz) � � =0 on �1 (2:3)u+ =P on �2 (2:4)kr(u+ �gz) � � �0 on �2 \ fu = 0g (2:5)kr(u+ �gz) � � =0 on �2 \ fu < 0g: (2:6)By (2.1), (2.3) means that there is no ux through the impervious part �1; (2.4) meansthat the positive part of the pressure is presribed on �2; (2.5) means that through thepart of �2 where the pressure vanishes, that is where the medium is in ontat withair, water an only ow outward; (2.6) means that through the part of �2 where thepressure is negative (the boundary of the so-alled apillary fringe) there is no ux.Conditions (2.5) and (2.6), together with (2.4), are equivalent to the variationalinequality of \Signorini type"kr(u+ �gz) � �(u� v) � 0 on �2; 8v : �2 ! R suh that v+ = P: (2:7)We must also presribe an initial ondition for the saturation ss(�; 0) = s0(�) in 
: (2:8)



980 F. Bagagiolo and A. VisintinThe onstitutive relation between the saturation s and the pressure u is typially rep-resented by a relation of the forms(x; t) 2 f(u(x; t)); 8 (x; t) 2 Q; (2:9)where f : R! [0; 1℄ is a maximal monotone graph as in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Non-hystereti saturation versus pressure onstitutive relationThe value ŝ represents a possible irreduible level of saturation. Moreover, the hydrauliondutivity is represented by a nonnegative ontinuous funtion k(s) of the saturation,as in Figure 3; in partiular k > 0 in (ŝ; 1℄.

Figure 3: Hydrauli ondutivity versus saturation onstitutive relationIn the sequel we shall disuss and amend the onstitutive relation (2.9).3. The saturation versus pressure onstitutive relationExperimental evidene (see Figure 4) indiates that, at any point x 2 
, s(x; t) dependsnot only on u(x; t), but also on the initial value s0(x) (see also Remark 6.5) and on theprevious evolution of u at the same point, u(x; �). We assume that here x ours just asa parameter, and for the moment we do not display it in the study of the onstitutivebehavior.



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 981At �rst, let us then onsider a dependene of the forms(t) = [ ~F(u; s0)℄(t) 8 t 2 [0; T ℄: (3:1)Here u represents the whole funtion u : [0; T ℄ ! R. Although s(t) annot dependon uj(t;T ℄, for formal reasons it is onvenient to deal with the whole funtion, and thenexpliitly require that at time t, [ ~F(u; s0)℄(t) does not depend on uj(t;T ℄ (ausality). Theoperator ~F is then alled a memory (or Volterra) operator.

Figure 4: Hystereti onstitutive relationOn aount of experimental evidene, as a �rst hypothesis it seems natural to assumethat ~F is a hysteresis operator. By this we mean that ~F is rate-independent, that is, forany non-dereasing homeomorphism ' : [0; T ℄! [0; T ℄,~F(u Æ '; s0) = ~F(u; s0) Æ ' in [0; T ℄: (3:2)Aording to the urrent terminology, this haraterizes purely hystereti e�ets. Wean assume that ~F is ontinuous from C0([0; T ℄) � R to C0([0; T ℄), onsistently withmost of the known models of hysteresis.When oupling this onstitutive relation with the partial di�erential equation (1:1)1of the Introdution, we must insert the dependene on the parameter x 2 
:s(x; t) = [ ~F(u(x; �); s0(x))℄(t) 8 (x; t) 2 Q: (3:3)DiÆulties arise in proving existene of a solution for the orresponding initial- andboundary-value problem. By a standard proedure we might approximate the problem,derive a priori estimates, then try to pass to the limit. On aount of the ourrene ofthe memory operator, it seems espeially onvenient to use impliit time disretization.Let us denote the approximation parameter by m 2 N, and the approximate solution by(um; sm). Uniform estimates for um in L2(0; T ;H1(
)) an be derived by multiplyingthe approximate equation by um, and then integrating over Q. But this does not yield



982 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinonvergene of u in C0([0; T ℄) a.e. in 
 (not even for a subsequene), hene it doesnot suÆe to pass to the limit in the memory operator. In order to derive stronger apriori estimates, we might try to multiply the approximate equation by �um�t , and thenintegrate over Q. However, diÆulties arise in dealing with the ellipti term.If the dependene of s on u were without memory, s = f(u) with f 2 C0(R) say,then we would apply the Kirhho� transformation:K : u 7! ~u := Z u0 (~k Æ f)(�) d�; (3:4)so that r~u = ~k�f(u)�ru a.e. in Q. As ~k and f are non-dereasing, K would beinvertible; (3.4) would then be equivalent to ~u 2 �(u), with � a (possibly multi-valued)maximal monotone operator. We might then write the ellipti part as ��~u, and express(1:1)1 in terms of s and ~u. This proedure was used in Alt, Lukhaus and Visintin [2℄to deal with the problem without hysteresis. However, it is lear that the Kirhho�transformation annot be applied whenever memory ours in the s versus u onstitutiverelation.These diÆulties indue us to revise the formulation of the model. Although weare not able to derive a uniform estimate on the pressure rate, we onjeture that thisrate should not be too large, even on the (rather slow) time sale typial of �ltrationphenomena. We then propose to insert in the s versus u onstitutive relation a termwhih penalizes high rates. By this we shall aount not only for hysteresis but also fora small rate-dependent omponent of the memory.Let us detail the onstrution of our model. We suppose that the hysteresis branhes(hysteresis loops) our only for values of u whih belong to a bounded set, say [u1; u2℄ �R; that is on (�1; u1℄ [ [u2;+1℄ the operator ~F ats just as a superposition opera-tor: s 2 ~�(u) where ~� is a (possibly multi-valued) maximal monotone graph, withlimu!�1 ~�(u) = ŝ and limu!+1 ~�(u) = 1 (see Figure 4). Hene we represent thehysteresis relation by an operatorF : C0([0; T ℄; [u1; u2℄)� [s1; s2℄! C0([0; T ℄; [s1; s2℄);where [s1; s2℄ � [ŝ; 1℄. Let � and � be the trunation funtions�(�) = (u1 if � � u1� if u1 � � � u2u2 if � � u2 and �(�) = ( s1 if � � s1� if s1 � � � s2s2 if � � s2.For any s0 2 [ŝ; 1℄, we de�ne the hysteresis operator F(�(�); �(s0)) whih ats on aontinuous funtion u : [0; T ℄ ! R in the following way. For any t 2 [0; T ℄ suh thatu(t) 2 (u1; u2), let us de�ne~t = minnt0 2 [0; t℄ : u(t00) 2 [u1; u2℄ 8 t00 2 [t0; t℄o:For any t 2 [0; T ℄, we then have[F(�(u); �(s0))℄(t)= 8>>><>>>: s1 if u(t) � u1[F(u(�+ ~t); s1)℄(t� ~t) if u(t) 2 (u1; u2), ~t > 0, u(~t) = u1[F(u(�+ ~t); s2)℄(t� ~t) if u(t) 2 (u1; u2), ~t > 0, u(~t) = u2[F(u; �(s0))℄(t) if u(t) 2 (u1; u2), ~t = 0s2 if u(t) � u2 (3:5)



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 983where u(�+ ~t) : [0; t� ~t℄! [u1; u2℄ and t0 7! u(t0 + ~t).Hene, for a suitable maximal monotone graph� : R! [ŝ� s1; 1� s2℄;satisfying �(�) = 0 for every � 2 [u1; u2℄ andlim�!�1 �(�) = ŝ� s1lim�!+1 �(�) = 1� s2the onstitutive relation (3.1) an be written ass(t) 2 [ ~F(u; s0)℄(t) := [F(�(u); �(s0))℄(t) + �(u(t)): (3:6)Under a natural assumption, so-alled pieewise monotoniity (namely, the mono-toniity of all the hysteresis branhes, see Visintin [22: p. 62℄), for any hoie of theinitial state s0 2 [s1; s2℄, we an invert the operator F(�; s0). If F(�; s0) is a hysteresisoperator, then the same holds for its inverse G(�; s0).Now let us de�ne the following aximal monotone graph on [ŝ; 1℄:�(s) = 8<:��1(ŝ� s)� u1 if s � s10 if s1 � s � s2��1(1� s)� u2 if s � s2.We de�ne the operator[ ~G(s; s0)℄(t) = [G(�(s); �(s0))℄(t) + �(s(t));where G(�(�); �(s0)) is de�ned in a similar way as F(�(�); �(s0)). It is easy to hekthat ~G = ~F�1. Hene (3.6) an be written in the equivalent form (see Figure 5)u(t) 2 [ ~G(s; s0)℄(t) = [G(�(s); �(s0))℄(t) + �(s(t)) (3:7)We then insert a rate-dependent memory e�et, and write our onstitutive relation inthe form u(t) 2 [ ~G(s; s0)℄(t) + �dsdt (3:8)where � is a small positive relaxation onstant.In the next setion we show that under natural assumptions this equation de�nesa ontinuous operator ~F� : L2(0; T ) ! H1(0; T ) : u 7! s, for any �xed s0 2 [ŝ; 1℄.Obviously, ~F� is rate-dependent. This relation is then extended to the spae-distributedproblem by inserting the dependene on the parameter x.The regularity properties of the operator ~F� will allow us to prove existene of asolution of the modi�ed problem. It would then be natural to onsider the behaviorof the solution of our problem as � ! 0. But, as it might be expeted, in this limitwe enounter the same diÆulties that we pointed out above for the purely hysteretionstitutive relation.



984 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintin4. Analytial properties of the relaxed onstitutive relationAs in the previous setion, we represent the hysteresis operator ~G (see (3.7)) as the sumof two operators. One of them, denoted by G, is bounded and aounts for hysteresis;the other one, denoted by �, is an unbounded maximal monotone graph on R withdomain [ŝ; 1℄ (see Figure 5). The graph � may ontain horizontal segments, whih mayorrespond to vertial segments (jumps) of the s versus u relation (if � = 0 this is a freeboundary problem).

Figure 5: Hystereti and monotone parts of the (inverse) onstitutive relationFor the moment, let the time t 2 [0; T ℄ be the only meaningful independent variable,and let us regard x just as a parameter. Aordingly here we drop the notation x amongthe entries of all funtions.We reall the reader that, for any �xed s0 2 R,G(�; s0) : C0([0; T ℄)! C0([0; T ℄)is alled a hysteresis operator whenever it is ausal and rate-independent (see the previ-ous setion and also Setion 6). We onsider the following ordinary di�erential inlusion:�dsdt + G(s; s0) + �(s) 3 u a:e: in [0; T ℄s(0) = s0 (4:1)where s0 2 [ŝ; 1℄ (with 0 < ŝ < 1) is �xed, � is a positive real number and u is a givenfuntion.Proposition 4.1. Let � be an unbounded maximal monotone graph on R with do-main [ŝ; 1℄, and G(�; s0) : C0([0; T ℄)! C0([0; T ℄) be a bounded and Lipshitz ontinuous



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 985hysteresis operator (in partiular a ausal operator). Then, for any u 2 L2(0; T ), thereexists a unique solution s 2 H1(0; T ) of (4:1). This de�nes the solution operatorF : L2(0; T )! H1(0; T ) : u 7! s: (4:2)Proof. Let us take u 2 L2(0; T ). To solve (4.1) we use an impliit time disretiza-tion. For every m;n 2 N n f0g, n � m, let us de�ne h = Tm , unm = 1h R nh(n�1)h u(t) dt ands0m = s0. Let us assume that, for every 0 � l < n, the values sl�1m are known. By thememory properties of G, for every ontinuous funtion s whih is linear on the intervals[lh; (l + 1)h℄ and suh that s(lh) = slm for every l, the value of [G(s; s0)℄((l + 1)h) de-pends only on s((l + 1)h). Hene, for every � 2 R, we an de�ne  nm(�) as the value of[G(s; s0)℄((l+1)h) where s is a funtion as above suh that s((l+1)h) = �. It is easy toprove that the funtion  nm is bounded and Lipshitz ontinuous on R, uniformly withrespet to m and n, as the same properties hold for G.Let us suppose that sn�1m 2 [ŝ; 1℄ is known, and onsider the following problem: to�nd snm 2 [ŝ; 1℄ suh that�snm � sn�1mh +  nm(snm) + �(snm) 3 unm: (4:3)We use a �xed point proedure to solve (4.3). Let us take r 2 [ŝ; 1℄ and onsider theproblem: to �nd �r 2 [ŝ; 1℄ suh that��r � sn�1mh +  nm(r) + �(�r) 3 unm: (4:4)Let b be a onvex and lower semiontinuous primitive of �, that is �b = � (the subdif-ferential of �); in partiular, b � +1 in (�1; ŝ[[℄1;+1). Problem (4.4) an be solvedby minimizing on R the ontinuous stritly onvex funtionJ(�) = �2h�2 + � nm(r)� �sn�1mh � unm�� + b(�); (4:5)and using the fat that �r minimizes J if and only if 0 2 �J(�r).By the oerivity and strit onvexity of J , the minimizer is unique and belongsto [ŝ; 1℄. Hene we get a funtion r 7! �r whih maps [ŝ; 1℄ onto itself. We laim thatJ is a ontration if h is suÆiently small; hene it has a unique �xed point, whih isthe unique solution of problem (4.3). In fat, let us take r; s 2 [ŝ; 1℄ and suppose that�r < �s. By (4.4) and using the monotoniity of �, we obtain0 < �s � �r � h� ( nm(r)�  nm(s))from whih, realling that  nm is Lipshitz, the onlusion easily follows.Let us now denote by sm the linear time interpolate of the nodal values snm. Ob-viously, sm 2 L1(0; T ) and ksmkL1(0;T ) � 1 for every m. If we multiply (4.3) bysnm� sn�1m and sum over n then, using the fat that �b = �, for every 0 < l � m we geth�X̀n=1�snm � sn�1mh �2 + hX̀n=1 snm � sn�1mh [ nm(snm)� unm℄ � b(s0)� b(sm̀) � C (4:6)



986 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinwhere the last inequality, independent on ` and m, holds sine �b is upper semiontinu-ous and sm̀ 2 [ŝ; 1℄. Let us denote by  m (respetively, um, sm) the pieewise onstantinterpolate of the nodal values  nm(snm) = [G(sm; s0)℄(nh) (respetively unm, snm). By theproperties of G, we onlude that  m ! G(s) strongly in L2(0; T ), moreover we havealso the strong onvergene um ! u in L2(0; T ).We an write (4.6) in the form� Z `h0 h�dsmdt �2 + dsmdt ( m � um)idt � C: (4:7)By (4.7) we get ksmkH1(0;T ) � C for all m 2 N n f0g. Hene there exists s 2 H1(0; T )suh that sm ! s weakly in H1(0; T ) whene, by ompatness, sm ! s strongly inC0([0; T ℄). Moreover, s(t) 2 [ŝ; 1℄ for all t and s(0) = s0.Now we show that s is the solution of problem (4.1). Note that (4.1) is equivalentto �u(t)� �dsdt (t)� G(s; s0)(t)�(s(t)� �) � b(s(t))� b(�) (4:8)for all � 2 R, a.e. in [0; T ℄. Let us take � 2 R and ' 2 C0([0; T ℄), ' � 0. From (4.3) weget Z T0 '(t)�um � �dsmdt �  m�(sm � �) dt � Z T0 '(t)(b(sm)� b(�)) dt: (4:9)Passing to the inferior limit m ! +1 in (4.9), using the lower semiontinuity of b, bythe arbitrariness of ' we obtain (4.8) and hene (4.1).Finally, let us prove the uniqueness. Let s1 and s2 be solutions of problem (4.1).We multiply the di�erene of the two inlusion by s1�s2 and integrate over [0; t℄. Usingthe monotoniity of � and the Lipshitz ontinuity of G, we obtain�2 j(s1 � s2)(t)j2 � Lks1 � s2kC0([0;t℄) Z t0 j(s1 � s2)(�)j d� (4:10)where L is the Lipshitz onstant of G. From (4.10), the inequality�2 ks1 � s2kC0([0;t℄) � L Z t0 ks1 � s2kC0([0;� ℄)d�easily follows and hene, using the Gronwall lemma, we get s1 = s2 in [0; T ℄Proposition 4.2. The solution operator F , de�ned in (4:2), is Lipshitz ontinuousfrom L2(0; T ) to C0([0; T ℄).Proof. Let s1 and s2 be two solutions of problem (4.1) with di�erent soures u1and u2, respetively. Let us de�ne ~s = s1 � s2 and ~u = u1 � u2. Subtrating one



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 987inlusion from the other, multiplying by ~s and integrating, we get, in a similar way asbefore,�2 j~s(t)j2 � Lk~skC0([0;t℄) Z t0 j~s(�)j d� + Z t0 j~u(�)j j~s(�)j d� 8 t 2 [0; T ℄: (4:11)Note that, sine the right-hand side of (4.11) is monotone in t, the same inequalityholds even if we replae, in the left-hand side only, the instant t with any other instantt 2 [0; t℄ and hene if we replae the left-hand side with �2 k~sk2C0([0;t℄). Moreover, forevery " > 0 we an majorize the two terms in the right-hand side by"L2Tk~sk2C0([0;T ℄) + 1" Z t0 j~s(�)j2d�1" Z t0 j~u(�)j2d� + " Z t0 j~s(�)j2d�;respetively. Hene, if " > 0 is suitably small, we obtain0 � ��2 � T ("L2 + ")�k~sk2C0([0;t℄) � 1" Z t0 k~sk2C0([0;� ℄)d� + 1"k~uk2L2(0;T ): (4:12)By (4.12), using the Gronwall inequality, we easily get the Lipshitz ontinuity of theoperator FInlusion of the spatial dependene.Now we insert into (4.1) the dependene on x 2 
. First of all, let us onsider ahysteresis operator ~G : C0([0; T ℄)� R! C0([0; T ℄):For every funtion w 2 L2(
;C0([0; T ℄)) and any initial state �0 2 L2(
), we de�ne[G(w; �0)℄(x; t) = [ ~G(w(x; �); �0(x))℄(t) a:e: in 
; 8 t 2 [0; T ℄: (4:13)Roughly speaking, we apply the operator ~G at almost every x 2 
.It is easy to see that G is ausal, that is if w1 = w2 in [0; t℄ a.e. in 
 and �01 = �02a.e. in 
, then [G(w1; �01)℄(�; t) = [G(w2; �2)℄(�; t) a.e. in 
:Moreover, from the ontinuity properties of ~G, it follows that (see Visintin [22: p. 258℄)[G(w; �0)℄(x; �) 2 C0([0; T ℄) a.e. x 2 
 and that G(w; �0) : 
! C0([0; T ℄) is measurableand satis�es the following property: if wn ! w uniformly in [0; T ℄ a.e. in 
 and�0n ! �0 a.e. in 
, then G(wn; �0n) ! G(w; �0) uniformly in [0; T ℄ a.e. in 
. Hene, wean reformulate problem (4.1) as��s�t (x; t) + [G(s; s0)℄(x; t) + �(s(x; t)) 3 u a:e: in (x; t) 2 Q; (4:14)here u 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) and s0 2 L1(
) are assumed to be given.



988 F. Bagagiolo and A. VisintinIn order to �nd a solution of problem (4.14), we solve (4.1) for almost every x 2 
.Let us all Fnm the funtion on R suh that, for every � 2 R, Fnm(�) is the uniquesolution of the disrete problem (4.3), where unm is replaed by �. We laim that forsuÆiently small h, Fnm is Lipshitz ontinuous and its Lipshitz onstant is independenton sn�1m 2 R. In fat, if s = Fnm(�) and w = Fnm(�), we subtrat the two respetiveinlusions (4.3) and using the monotoniity of � and the Lipshitz ontinuity of  nm, weget the onlusion by a proedure similar to the one we used in the proof of Proposition4.1. Hene, if u 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)), inserting the parameter x 2 
, for every m and nwe obtain snm 2 H1(
).5. Weak formulation of the problem and existene of a solutionLet 
 2 R3 be open, bounded and onneted, and � � �
 a Lipshitz manifold, withpositive bidimensional measure. Let [0; T ℄ be a time interval and let us set Q = 
�(0; T )and � = �� (0; T ).We onsider the funtions P 2 C0([0; T ℄; H1(
)) \ H1(0; T ;L2(
)), P � 0 a.e. inQ, and s0 2 L1(
). We de�ne the onvex setK = nu 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) : (0u)+ = P on �owhere 0 is the trae operator: H1(
)! H 12 (�). Let G be a hysteresis operator and �be a maximal monotone graph as in the previous setion; moreover, let � be a positivereal number. We deal with the following problem.Problem 5.1. To �nd a ouple (u; s) suh that u 2 K and s 2 H1(Q) \ L1(Q),s(x; 0) = s0(x) a.e. in 
, andZZQ hst(u� v) + k(s)r(u+ �gz) � r(u� v)idxdt � 0 8 v 2 K (5:1)�st + G(s; s0) + �(s) 3 u a.e. in Q: (5:2)The variational inequality (5.1) is a weak formulation of equation (2.2) oupled withthe Signorini ondition (2.7). Inlusion (5.2) is the relaxed saturation versus pressureonstitutive relation (see Setion 3). In the sequel, for simpliity of notation, we shallomit the onstant fator �g in front of z.Our aim is to prove an existene result for Problem 5.1.We assume that G(�; s0) : C0([0; T ℄)! C0([0; T ℄)is bounded and Lipshitz ontinuous and that G+� is the inverse of a hysteresis operatorF whih satis�es the property (omitting the initial state among the entries of F)Z T0 [v(�; t)� v(�; 0)℄�F(v)�t dt � 0 a:e: in 
; 8 v : Q! R suitably regular: (5:3)



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 989In some physial settings, an inequality like (5.3) aounts for energy dissipation alongounterlokwise hysteresis yles. See Visintin [22: p. 271℄ for regularity spei�ation.However, in the sequel we shall suppose that the following disrete variant of (5.3) holds.Let v 2 L2(
;C0([0; T ℄)) and ftng0�n�m be a partition of [0; T ℄ of uniform step-sizeh. Let vm denote the linear time interpolate of the nodal values v(�; tn) and, omittingthe initial state among the entries of F , let us de�ne wnm = [F(vm)℄(tn) a.e. in 
 forevery n. Then h mXn=1 wnm � wn�1mh v(x; tn) � r a:e: in 
 (5:4)where r is a real onstant independent of the partition. In Setion 6, we shall see that thePreisah hysteresis operator satis�es (5.3) - (5.4); that operator seems also appropriateto represent hysteresis in �ltration phenomena.Finally, given ŝ > 0 as in the previous setion, we suppose that there exists ŝ < ~s � 1suh that ~s � s0 � 1 a:e: in 
 (5:5)and that there exists ~� � � with positive bidimensional measure suh thatP (x; t) > 0 a:e: on ~�; 8 t 2 [0; T ℄: (5:6)Theorem 5.1. Let us suppose that the hysteresis operator G is bounded and Lip-shitz ontinuous in C0([0; T ℄), that G + � is the inverse of a hysteresis operator Fsatisfying (5:4), and �nally that (5:5) - (5:6) hold. Then Problem 5:1 admits a solution.We shall �rst prove Theorem 5.1 assuming that the quantity k(s) is larger than apositive onstant. This will allow us to make use of a \maximum priniple". Then, inLemma 5.2, we shall prove that the assumption k(s) �  > 0 is orret.Proof of Theorem 5.1. Approximation. Let us �x any m 2 N. We shall usean impliit time disretization of step-size h = Tm . Let Pnm be the pieewise onstantapproximation of P , and  nm be the disretization of the hysteresis operator G, whihwe de�ned in Setion 4. At every step n we suppose that sn�1m is known, and onsiderthe problem of �nding (unm; snm) suh that snm 2 L1(
) andunm 2 Knm := nv 2 H1(
) : (0v)+ = Pnm on �o and 8 v 2 KnmZ
 hsnm � sn�1mh (unm � v) + k(sn�1m )r(unm + z) � r(unm � v)idx � 0�snm � sn�1mh +  nm(snm) + �(snm) 3 unm:
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (5:7)

We solve problem (5.7) by a �xed-point proedure. In (5:7)3 we replae unm by afuntion f 2 L2(
), and note that for every suh f there exists a unique solution sf ofthe equation (see Setion 4). Moreover, sine k(sn�1m ) �  > 0 (see Lemma 5.2 below),for every suh sf replaing snm, there exists a unique solution uf of (5:7)2. The latteroinides with the unique minimizer in Knm of the following ontinuous stritly onvex



990 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinand oerive funtional Jf whih is de�ned on H1(
), equipped with the equivalentnorm kuk2 = R
 jruj2dx+ R~� j0uj2d�:Jf (v) = Z
 hk(sn�1m )2 jr(v + z)j2 + sf � sn�1mh vidx: (5:8)The oerivity of Jf on Knm omes from the Poinar�e inequality in view of (5.6) andde�nition (5:7)1. Thus we have a funtion A : f 7! uf . To prove that (5.7) has asolution, it suÆes to show that A has a �xed point in Knm. First of all, sine uf is aminimizer of Jf , it is easy to see that A(Knm) is bounded in H1(
). Indeed, sine kis bounded and sf 2 [0; 1℄ a.e. in 
 for every f 2 L2(
), we have that Jf (uf ) � Cwith C independent on f ; in partiular, when f 2 Knm, by oerivity we obtain uniformboundedness of uf in H1(
). Hene A(Knm) has ompat losure in L2(
).Now we have to prove the ontinuity of A in L2(
). Let f` onverge to f in L2(
).By the Lipshitz property of the operator F (f. Proposition 4.2), we get that s` = sf`onverges to sf in L2(
). Moreover, the sequene u` = uf` is bounded in H1(
); hene(possibly extrating a subsequene) it onverges to a funtion u weakly in H1(
) andstrongly in L2(
). For every ` we have J`(u`) := Jf`(u`) � J`(uf ) and then, using alsothe semiontinuity of R
 jr(u` + z)j2dx, we getJf (u) � lim inf`!+1 J`(u`) � Jf (uf ):This yields u = uf , and thus the ontinuity is proved. By Shauder's theorem, thereexists unm 2 Knm suh that A(unm) = unm. Finally, let us set snm = sunm .A priori estimates. We use the same notation as in the previous setion to denotelinear time interpolations and pieewise onstant funtions. Let us assume that h < 1and take in (5:7)1 v = (1� h)unm + hPnm 2 Knm. We obtainZ
 h(snm � sn�1m )(unm � Pnm) + hk(sn�1m )r(unm + z) � r(unm � Pnm)i � 0: (5:9)Let us sum from 1 to n. Note thatnX̀=1 Z
(sm̀ � s`�1m )um̀dx= h nX̀=1 Z
 hsm̀ � s`�1mh �um̀ � �sm̀ � s`�1mh �+ � (sm̀ � s`�1m )2h2 idx: (5:10)By the de�nition of the disretized hysteresis operator and by the disrete property(5.4), we have h nX̀=1 Z
 sm̀ � s`�1mh �um̀ � �sm̀ � s`�1mh �dx � rwhere r is a real number independent from n and h.



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 991Moreover, by disrete partial integration, for a suitable onstant C independent onn and h, we get����� nX̀=1 Z
(sm̀ � s`�1m )Pm̀dx������ h n�1X̀=1 Z
 ���sm̀P `+1m � Pm̀h ���dx+ h Z
 jsnmPnm � s0P 1mj dx� C: (5:11)
This quantity is uniformly bounded beause Pm (the pieewise linear in time ap-proximate of P ) onverges to P in H1(0; T ;L2(
)). Using (5.11) and the fat thatk(sn�1m ) �  > 0 for every n (see Lemma 5.2 below), via standard tehniques we geth nX̀=1 Z
 jrunmj2dx � C (5:12)where the onstant C is independent on n and h. Hene (denoting the pieewise onstantin time and the pieewise linear in time approximates as in the previous setion)kumkL2(0;T ;H1(
)) � C; independent on m: (5:13)Moreover, integrating inequality (4.6) in spae and in time and using (5.13) we obtainksmkH1(0;T ;L2(
)) � C, independent on h. Finally (see the end of Setion 4), snm 2H1(
) for every m and n. Hene, sm 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) and ksmkL2(0;T ;H1(
)) � C forevery m. Therefore ksmkH1(Q) � C independent on m: (5:14)Passage to the limit. By (5.13) - (5.14) there exist two funtions u 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
))and s 2 H1(0; T ;L2(
)) suh that, possibly extrating subsequenes,um ! u weakly in L2(0; T ;H1(
))sm ! s weakly in H1(Q); strongly in C0([0; T ℄;L2(
)); (5:15)the latter onvergene follows from the ompatness of the injetion of H1(Q) in thespae C0([0; T ℄;L2(
)). By a proedure similar to (4.8) - (4.9), we get that the ouple(u; s) solves (5.2).Let us now take v as in (5.1), in partiular assume that v 2 C0([0; T ℄;H1(
)); thisis not restritive by a density argument. By (5.7) we getZZQ h�sm�t (um � vm) + k(sm)r(um + z) � r(um � vm)idxdt � 0 (5:16)where sm(x; t) := sm(x; t � h) a.e. in Q (with the position sm(x; Æ) := s0(x) for allÆ 2 [�h; 0℄ a.e. in 
). We laim that, passing to the inferior limit as m ! +1 in(5.16), we get (5.1) (with 1 in plae of �g). By (5.15), possibly extrating a further



992 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinsubsequene, we an suppose that sm ! s a.e. in Q, hene k(sm) ! k(s) a.e. in Q.Hene lim infm!+1 ZZQ k(sm)r(um + z) � r(um � vm)dxdt� ZZQ k(s)r(u+ z) � r(u� v)dxdt: (5:17)By (5:7)3, onsidering pieewise onstant interpolation, we haveum = ��sm�t +  m + �m (5:18)where �m 2 �(sm). Hene, inserting (5.18) into the paraboli term of (5.16), we laimthat we an pass to the inferior limit. In fat,  m ! G(s; s0) strongly in L2(Q) andlim infm!+1 ZZQ ��sm�t �2dxdt � ZZQ ��s�t�2dxdt: (5:19)Moreover, for any �nite partition ftig of [0; T ℄ and for any seletion � 2 �(s), � 2 L2(Q),for every i there holdsZ
[s(x; ti)� s(x; ti�1)℄�(x; ti�1) dx � Z
[b(s(x; ti))� b(s(x; ti�1))℄dx� Z
[s(x; ti)� s(x; ti�1)℄�(x; ti) dx: (5:20)Passing to the limit in (5.20) as maxfti � ti�1g ! 0, we getZZQ �s�t �dxdt = Z
[b(s(x; T ))� b(s0(x))℄ dx: (5:21)Using (5.21) we �nally obtain the inequalitylim infm!+1 ZZQ �sm�t �mdxdt � lim infm!+1 mXn=1 Z
 �b(snm(x))� b(sn�1m (x))�dx= lim infm!+1 Z
 �b(sm(x; T ))� b(s0(x))�dx� Z
 �b(s(x; T ))� b(s0(x))�dx= ZZQ �s�t � dxdtfrom whih the proof is ompleteNext, we state and prove a lemma whih we already used to prove that k(s) is largerthan a positive onstant.



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 993Lemma 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, there exists ŝ < smin < 1independent of n (and m) suh that sm(x) � smin a.e. in 
.Proof. Let us de�ne Z = sup
 z, where the funtion z is the vertial oordinate(we still omit the onstant �g in front of z). Let ~F = (G+�)�1 represent the hysteretirelation between u and s (see Figure 4). By hypothesis, for a suitable C > 0, ~F doesnot present hysteresis in (�1;�C℄ and we may assume ~F(�C) < ~s.By (5:7)3, for a.e. x 2 
, if (unm(x); snm(x)) stays above the graph ~F , then the termsnm(x)�sn�1m (x) is negative (the time derivative of s fores the ouple to go towards thegraph); on the ontrary, if (unm(x); snm(x)) stays under the graph, then snm(x)� sn�1m (x)is positive.Let us onsider the �rst step n = 1, and note that k(s0) �  > 0 a.e. in 
. Thenwe take in (5:7)2 v = u1m + (u1m + z + C)� 2 Knm and obtainZ
 h� s1m � s0h (u1m + z + C)� + k(s0)jr(u1m + z + C)�j2idx � 0:Again, for a.e. x 2 
, if (u1m(x); s1m(x)) stays above the graph ~F , then the �rst term inthe integral is nonnegative; on the other hand, if (u1m(x); s1m(x)) stays under the graph~F , then the �rst term in the integral is still non-negative sine it does not vanish onlyfor u1m(x) < �z � C < �C and in that ase we neessarily get s1m(x) < ~F(�C) � s0.Hene, we obtain r[(u1m + z + C)�℄ = 0 a:e: in 
:Sine (u1m+ z+C)� = 0 on a �xed part of �
 with positive measure (see (5.6) and thede�nition of K), we get u1m + z � �C a.e. in 
 and in partiular u1m � �C � Z a.e. in
. Now, we de�ne smin = ~F(�C � Z) and laim that s1m � smin a.e. in 
. In fat, by(5:7)3, for a.e. x 2 
, s1m(x) < smin implies that (u1m(x); s1m(x)) stays under the graph~F and hene s0(x) < s1m(x) whih is a ontradition.Let us now suppose that um̀ � �C � z and sm̀ � smin a.e. in 
 for every 1 � ` �n�1. By indution, we show that the same inequalities hold for unm and snm, respetively.Let us take x0 2 
 suh that all the funtions are de�ned for all 1 � ` � n and satisfythe indutive hypotheses and that (5:7)3 holds for all 1 � ` � n. By ontradition,let us suppose that unm(x0) < �C � z(x0) and that (unm(x0); snm(x0)) stays under thegraph. In partiular, it follows that sn�1m (x0) < snm(x0) < ~s. By indutive hypothesis,un�1m (x0) � �C � z(x0) > unm(x0) and then also (un�1m (x0); sn�1m (x0)) stays under thegraph. Hene, sn�2m (x0) < ~s. Ating in this way, �nally we obtain that s0(x0) < ~s whihis a ontradition. Then we an onlude that (unm(x); snm(x)) stays above the graph atevery almost points x 2 
 suh that unm(x) < �C � z(x). As in the �rst step, takingthe test funtion v = unm + (unm + z + C)� in (5.7), we obtain unm � �C � z a.e. in 
and in partiular unm � �C � Z a.e. in 
. Arguing as before, we an then onludethat, at almost every point, snm � smin otherwise we should obtain s0 < smin < ~s whihis again a ontraditionRemark 5.3. Some engineering papers (see, for instane, Poulovassilis and Tzimas[20℄, Kaimov and Yakimov [10℄, and the referenes therein) aount for hysteresis evenin the relation between hydrauli ondutivity and saturation, whih in this paper is



994 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinrepresented as in Figure 3 (without hysteresis). These hystereti e�ets are howevermuh less evident than the ones in the s versus u relation.Our result works in this ase too. Indeed, let us all K(�; s0) the hysteresis operatorrepresenting the relation between k and s, and suppose that it is bounded and Lipshitzontinuous in C0([0; T ℄) (again we onsider x just as a parameter). We replae in(5.8) k(sn�1m ) by the approximation kn�1m (sn�1m ) of the operator K (onstruted as theapproximation of G in Setion 4). In partiular, note that kn�1m (sn�1m ) is to be onsideredas known in (5.8). Hene we again obtain (5.15) and (5.17) (with k(sm) and k(s)replaed by kn�1m (sn�1m ) and K(s; s0), respetively), from whih the onlusion follows.Remark 5.4. A more general model should onsider the hydrauli ondutivityas a tensor depending on the saturation s and on the point x (the model we studiedhere orresponds to the ase of isotropi material and independene on x). However,our result an be easily extended to the ase where the hydrauli ondutivity is givenby ~k(s; x) = a(x)k(s) with k as in Figure 3 and a(x) uniformly (on x) stritly positivede�nite matrix.6. The hystereti omponent of the onstitutive relationAs we pointed out, the engineering literature seems to support the use of the Preisahmodel in the desription of the saturation versus pressure onstitutive relation (in par-tiular we refer to what they all domain theory of hysteresis). This is not surprising asthis model has been applied to several phenomena, after it was proposed in the 1930sby the physiist F. Preisah to represent salar ferromagneti hysteresis.The idea at the basis of this model is simple and appealing: a hysteresis loop isseen as the superposition of a family of retangular loops, just as a real funtion an berepresented as an average of shifted and weighted jumps: for any f 2W 1;1(R),f(x) = lims!�1 f(s) + ZRH(x� s)f 0(s)ds(here H is the Heaviside funtion: H(s) = 0 if s � 0 and H(s) = 1 if s > 0).Delayed Relays. Let us denote by C0r ([0; T ℄) the spae of funtions [0; T ℄! R whihare ontinuous on the right in [0; T [. For any pair � = (�1; �2) 2 R2 (�1 < �2), weintrodue the delayed relay operatorh� : C0([0; T ℄)� f�1; 1g ! BV (0; T ) \ C0r ([0; T ℄):For any u 2 C0([0; T ℄) and any �, � = �1 or � = 1, the funtion z = h�(u; �) : [0; T ℄!f�1; 1g is de�ned by z(0) = 8<:�1 if u(0) � �1� if �1 < u(0) < �21 if u(0) � �2 (6:1)and for any t 2 (0; T ℄, setting Xt = f� 2 (0; t℄ : u(�) = �1 or u(�) = �2g,z(t) = 8<: z(0) if Xt = ;�1 if Xt 6= ; and u(maxXt) = �11 if Xt 6= ; and u(maxXt) = �2: (6:2)



Hysteresis in Filtration through Porous Media 995Thus z is uniquely de�ned in [0; T ℄. For instane, let u(0) < �1. Then z(0) = �1, andz(t) = �1 as long as u(t) < �2; if at some instant u reahes �2, then z jumps up to 1,where it remains as long as u(t) > �1; if later u reahes �1, then z jumps down to �1;and so on (f. Figure 6).

Figure 6: Delayed relayThe Preisah Model. The thresholds of delayed relay operators form the so alledPreisah (half) plane P = �� = (�1; �2) 2 R2 : �1 < �2	 : (6:3)We denote by R the family of Borel measurable funtions P ! f�1; 1g, and by � = f��ga generi element of R, whih we intend to represent the initial on�gurations of all thedelayed relays. We �x a �nite (signed) Borel measure � over P, and introdue theorresponding Preisah operatorH� : C0([0; T ℄)�R ! L1(0; T ) \ C0r ([0; T ℄)[H�(u; �)℄(t) = ZP [h�(u; ��)℄(t) d�(�) 8 t 2 [0; T ℄:9=; (6:4)If � � 0, it is not diÆult to see that all the hysteresis branhes (non only the exteriorloop, but also the interior loops) are non-dereasing (so-alled pieewise monotoniity).In the following statement, j�j denotes the total variation of the measure �.Theorem 6.1 (Continuity). Let � be a �nite Borel measure over P and � 2 R.Then H�(u; �) 2 C0([0; T ℄) for any u 2 C0([0; T ℄) if and only if j�j([r;+1))� frg) =j�j(frg � [r;+1)) = 0 for any r 2 R. Moreover, if the latter ondition holds, thenH�(�; �) is strongly ontinuous in C0([0; T ℄).For the proof we refer to Visintin [22: p. 113℄.Under appropriate onditions on the measure �, the operator H�(�; �) is ontinuous,or uniformly ontinuous, or Lipshitz ontinuous in C0([0; T ℄), or operates in the Sobolev



996 F. Bagagiolo and A. Visintinspaes W 1;p(0; T ) (1 � p � +1), or in the H�older spaes C0;�([0; T ℄) (0 < � � 1), orin C0([0; T ℄) \ BV (0; T ) (see Brokate and Visintin [7℄).The two following results allow us to apply the results of this paper to the ase inwhih the hysteresis relation is represented by the Preisah model. The �rst one wasproved by Brokate and Visintin [7: Theorem 5.14℄.Theorem 6.2 (Lipshitz Continuity of the Inverse). Let � be a �nite non-negativeBorel measure over P, � 2 R and a > 0. Then aI +H�(�; �) : C0([0; T ℄)! C0([0; T ℄)is invertible, and its inverse operator is Lipshitz ontinuous in C0([0; T ℄).The following statement is easily heked, as it holds for eah delayed relay.Proposition 6.3. Let � be a �nite non-negative Borel measure over P and � 2 R.Then H�(�; �) : C0([0; T ℄)! C0([0; T ℄) ful�lls inequalities (5:3) and (5:4).Remark 6.4. The ase of relays swithing between two values di�erent from +1and �1 orresponds to an aÆne transformation of the measure �. Hene (see Setion3) for a suitable non-negative measure � vanishing out of the triangle of the Preisahplane � = fu1 � �1 � �2 � u2g, and for suitable nonnegative values h1 and h2 for therelays suh that s1 = h1�(�) and s2 = h2�(�), we an invert the operator aI+H�(�; �)between the spaes C0([0; T ℄; [u1; u2℄) and C0([0; T ℄; [s1; s2℄. Aording to Theorem 6.2,the inverse operator is Lipshitz ontinuous. This allowed us in Setions 3 and 4 tosuppose that the inverse hysteresis operator ~G = ~F�1 is of the form ~G = G + �, whereG is a Lipshitz ontinuous hysteresis operator and � is a maximal monotone graph.Indeed, this holds whenever the hysteresis branhes of ~F are on�ned to a boundedsubset of R2 and have a minimum slope a > 0. In this ase (see (3.6)) we an write~F = F Æ � + � where � is a maximal monotone graph, � is a trunation on R andF = aI + H, with H a hysteresis operator between the spaes C0([0; T ℄; [u1; u2℄) andC0([0; T ℄; [s1; s2℄).Remark 6.5. In the previous setions we did not display the initial internal variable� of the Preisah operator, but we only displayed the initial output's state s0. Thisshould be regarded as a \ontration" of a more preise formulation whih should ontainalso the initial state of eah relay, represented by the funtion �. By displaying only theinitial variable s0, we simpli�ed the notation without restriting the generality of ourresults. More preisely, if we suppose that the initial internal variable � is a datum ofthe problem, then we an regard the hysteresis operator as depending only on the initialoutput's state (besides the input funtion u). In partiular (see (3.5) and Remark 6.4),when the initial state of the output is equal to s1 or s2, all the relays are swithed toh1 or h2, respetively.
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